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HOW IS IT PACKAGED?

The Euromount comes packaged in a fumigation-free 
plywood box equipped steel buckles.

Dimensions: 197 x 52.5 x 59cm

Please disassemble the box by �rst loosening the buckles 
around the edges

Tools needed: Hammer or �at tip screwdriver

52.5cm

197cm

59cm

Air compressor is 
packaged separately 
from the Euromount

Euromount’s legs 

  

These are �xed to the front part 
of the box by two bolts. Remove 
the bolts in order to release the 

feet.

Main frame
These are belted to the bottom of the box, cut or untie the 

belt to release the beams.

HOW TO RELEASE THE REMAINING PARTS
1. Cut o� the belt that is �xing the main body
2. Bring the walls of the box down
3. Pull out all parts



ACCESSORY BOX CONTAINS:

Hex socket bolts M8 x 16mm 8 pieces

Round shim 8 x 1.5mm dia 4 pieces

Wrench 8mm opening 2 pieces

Nuts M8 4 pieces

Allen key (no. 3, 4, 5, and 6) 1 piece/each

Oil-water separator (with screws) 1 piece

Air tube 5 x 8mm dia 3 metres

HOW TO ASSEMBLE THE 
EUROMOUNT?

Assembling the main frame and 
the legs is the �rst step on your way 
to have a fully-operational Euro-
mount.

There’s no correct side to the main 
frame so position them at will.

Position the main frame and legs, 
and insert two M8x16mm bolts 
into the thread holes, as per the 
image.

M8x16mm bolts



INSTALLING THE EUROMOUNT

Make sure to use two (2) people to lift the main part of the 
Euromount.

Make sure the Euromount is positioned properly on top 
of the legs and main frame, as per yellow dots in the 
image.

Fit the Euromount through the holes in the main frame.

Tighten the nuts.

Fixing nuts



PARTS DIAGRAM

Roll holder

Upper roller

Lower roller

Oil-water separator

Roll handle

Roll wheel

Roll holder bracket

Roll holder rod
Yellow hook



SUGGESTIONS

Power Supply

AC voltage: 200V - 230V
Frequency: 50 - 60Hz
Strength of electric current: 2.5A

Location

Make sure to position the Euromount in a way where you will have 
enough space to safely operate the machine.

Lighting

Good lighting is indispensable for a safe operation of the Euromount.

Room conditions

The Euromount should always be protected against the elements.
Allowed room temperature variation is 18 to 35OC.
Humidity should range between 30% to 80%.~



CONNECTING THE AIR COMPRESSOR

After removing the air compressor from the box, install the four (4) rubber feet 
as shown in the picture.

Remove the PVC plug from the cooling block, and screw in the black �lter. 
Insert the blue tube into the bottom of the �lter.

Remove the air tube from the accessory box. Plug one end into the interface 
on the compressor, and the other end into the interface on the oil-water 
separator in the Euromount.

Plug the power cord into the socket. Done.



 

STARTING THE AIR COMPRESSOR

Ensure the red valve is positioned at 90o, as shown in the picture.

Ensure the red button is pushed all the way down.

Plug in the air compressor.

Pull the red button to start the air compression mechanism.

After 1-2 minutes, the air compressor will stop automatically, as soon as the 
pressure reaches 0.8Mpa.

Open the red valve and that will lead the compressed air onto the Euromount 
and you’ll be read to get to work.



START USING THE EUROLAM

Turn the pneumatic valve to the “Up” position. That raises the roller.

Turn the pneumatic valve to the “Down” position. That lowers the roller.

Turn the pneumatic valve to the “Middle” position. That will lock the roller into 
position.

Remove the yellow hooks, on both sides.

This part was design in order the protect the roller during long-term transport 
and to avoid roller deformation during long periods of idling.

Up

Middle

Down



1.

2.

HOW TO ADJUST PRESSURE

The factory default air pressure value is set at 0.4MPa.
It is possible to the adjust the pressure according to your preference.

How to increase air pressure

Pull the black knob which will make a slight unlocking sound. Rotate the knob 
clockwise, and that will cause the air pressure reading to increase.

After setting the air pressure according to your needs, just push the black 
knob down to lock that value. You should be able to hear a slight locking 
sound.

How to decrease the air pressure

Pull the black knob which will make a slight unlocking sound. Rotate the knob 
anti-clockwise, and that will cause the air pressure reading to decrease.

After setting the air pressure according to your needs, just push the black 
knob down to lock that value. You should be able to hear a slight locking 
sound.



ROUTINE MAINTENANCE

When using the oil-water separator, please remember to add liquid lubri�cation oil into the reservor, as shown by the following pictures.

Regularly adding lubri�cation oil could improve the stability of the air cylinder and lengthen its life.

After long-time use, the water collection bottle, present in the separator, will collect some water. In order to �ush it out please push the outlet 
at the bottom of the bottle. The low sound that follows is normal and safe.

Regularly clean the roller with cold water or ethyl alcohol. Always wait for the roller to cool down before cleaning. Cleaning while the roller is hot will 
shorten its life span.

Avoid or be wary of the usage of any sharp objects around the roller.

If you’re planning on not using the Euromount regularly, we recommend using the yellow hooks to lock the top roller into place. This will protect it 
from any possible deformation.



All our products are manufactured under strict quality control and are designed 
for long life. But if something does occur, it is good to know that we provide 

comprehensive warranties. The Euromount has a 3 Year Guarantee. We provide 
complete technical support and service life-long!
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